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Purpose and Objectives
of the St. Martin Book Fair
VISION

OBJECTIVES

To be the dynamic platform for books and

• To support the right of the people of St. Martin to

information on and about St. Martin; establishing an

have full access to books, which are culturally and

eventful meeting place for the national literature of

materially relevant to their reading needs.

St. Martin and the literary cultures of the Caribbean;
networking with literary cultures from around the
world.

• To support the right to freedom of expression
and the fullest possible exchange of ideas and
information through books and other reading and
knowledge-based materials.

MISSION STATEMENT
To develop a marketplace for the multifaceted
and multimedia exhibition and promotion of books,

• To promote professional ethics and conduct and
fair practice in St. Martin and Caribbean book and
related industries.

periodicals and publishing technologies and to

• To provide total customer satisfaction through

facilitate St. Martin, Caribbean, and international

personalized quality service to all St. Martin Book

exchange in these. To provide a meeting place

Fair participants and guests—in keeping with the

for the exchange of ideas and information for

“Friendly St. Martin” tradition and “Charismatically

all stakeholders in the literary industry through,

Caribbean” experience.

workshops, seminars, reading, and cultural
manifestations.
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Welcome One and All!

It all started with an idea of creating an avenue

The Book Fair Committee (BFC) welcomes all of

to promote St. Martin’s books, fourteen years

you, the friendly people of our beautiful island;

later this idea has bloomed into an international

visiting authors; presenters; and guests from near

literary festival. Through the committed efforts of

and far who have chosen to be part of the St.

our partners, and the vibrant and energetic work

Martin Experience at the 15th Annual St. Martin

of the Book Fair Committee we are ready to give

Book Fair. Please feel free to contact the BFC, or

you fantastic art exhibitions, book signings, multi-

contact me directly, about enhancing the book

lingual workshops, general sessions and new book

fair activities to make your participation in our

launches. We are so happy that you can cel-

literary festival a memorable one.

ebrate the 15 anniversary of the St. Martin Book
th

Fair with us. The book fair is also a venue to meet
new friends, renew old friendships and acquaint-

Congratulations to all. Have a wonderful Book
Fair weekend!

ances, and to share inspiring experiences that will

Shujah Reiph

last a lifetime.

Coordinator

This weekend of activities will hopefully excite us
all. Hopefully, it will increase interest among the
next generation to get more involved in the arts,

St. Martin Book Fair
President
Conscious Lyrics Foundation

in invigorating social activities, and most of all
to discover and re-discover literature, books, by
leading and upcoming authors from around the
world.

www.houseofnehesipublish.com |St. Martin Book fair 2017
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Can artists respond to
the insight that the technological
is the colonial?

Perhaps it’s time for artists, the keepers of non-

a set of quantifiable potentials and repositories of

conformity, to foreground the homogenizing

energy that should be harnessed and regulated for

technological order which grounds the rich yet

the good of the nation, company, association, or

superficial tapestry of the modern world. As politi-

church mission. The ultimate tragedy may be that

cally heuristic as the distinctions between despots

those promoting technological rationality, as well

and democrats, atheists and theists, creation-

as those suffering under this logic, seem unable to

ists and evolutionists, or in more macro terms the

recognize the history of their current nature. The

imperial West and the developmentally arrested

question worth contemplating is whether artists

non-West may be, these fade into insignificance

(active in all professions and walks of life) are creat-

when one comes to see that the technological is

ing art that entreats us to unconceal another way

the colonial. The so-called reconquista of Islamic

of being and becoming with the rest of existence

Europe, the conquista of the New World, the

while acknowledging in a radically transforma-

colonización of Africa, Asia, and Oceania, the rise

tive way the partial goods brought about by our

of capitalism, and the subsequent scientific revolu-

global technological order? … To do so they might

tions whereby physics became enthroned as Ur

have to fully appreciate art as the cultivation of the

paradigm of reality set in motion the dominance

improper within technological-technical-instrumen-

of its handmaiden: technological rationality. The

tal ways of rationalizing and producing. Are they/

handmaiden is now queen and the former master

you willing to do so?

science of physics depends on technology for its
revelatory work! Today Nature and the majority of
those with the capacity to think and act on the
former, i.e. humans, are seen through a techno-

Francio Guadeloupe, PhD
President
University of St. Martin

logical lens that takes stock of them as essentially
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Art & Words – A Marriage | Book Covers Art Exhibition
at the Authors Reception Sheer Restaurant Gallery | Philipsburg, St. Martin | Caribbean
May 31 – June 4, 2017 | A feature of the 15th annual St. Martin Book Fair
By Jacqueline A. Sample
Art helps us to imagine,

art would help to convey meaning, that it could move

even create our possibilities.

the word.” (L.M. Sekou, 2017) In 1982, Lasana founded

Literature, the word, gives

House of Nehesi in his dorm room at the State University

us the license to put pen to

of New York at Stony Brook, and the idea of art for the

paper and verbally, creatively,

cover and illustrations or photographs on the inside

express our thoughts. The

pages of the book became a building block of the

exhibition “Art & Words – A

publishing project. Today, as projects director at HNP,

Marriage” brings together

he “would still like to think that book cover art somehow

the prints, “blank covers,”

conveys ideas that inform or inspire how readers may

and original art of the covers of books from House

enter and engage the published text.” It should be

of Nehesi Publishers (HNP)—and linked to the indie

noted that the New York artists who enthusiastically

press—for the last 39 years. The exhibition includes

and generously provided art work for the first four books

the works of not-so-well known and of leading St.

linked to HNP between 1978 and 1983, were themselves

Martin, regional and international artists, e.g. Sir Roland

teenagers or in their very early 20s (e.g. Gary Jefferson,

Richardson and Ruby Bute (St. Martin); Virgilio Mendez

Isis Rochelle Curry, Margaret Matz, Cozbi Sanchez).

(Dominican Republic); Fernando Botero (Colombia);
Romare Bearden (USA), that have graced the covers
of HNP books. The styles and mediums of the 18 artists
represented in this exhibition range from traditional oil
painting to bronze sculpture to digital art and are as

As you view this exhibition, consider the “book” and if
you own the books whose cover prints and original art
are on exhibit, what do these images now conjure up
for you?

diverse as the artists themselves, and certainly informed

Black Dimensions in Art, Inc. wishes to thank House of

by the “movement” of history and culture.

Nehesi Publishers and the 15th annual St. Martin Book

The marriage of art and the word “in” the book allows
the reader to join in a relationship of imagination and
expression. The courtship that led to the marriage
between art and the word for HNP was first expressed
in 1978 on the cover and content pages of the selfpublished Moods for Isis – Picturepoems of Love &
Struggle, a seminal poetry book by the high school
student who had just taken the name Lasana M. Sekou.

Fair for allowing us to curate this exhibit. Many thanks
also to the Sheer Restaurant, the gracious proprietor
Mr. Valentin Davis, and his wonderful staff and gallery;
to Shujah Reiph and the Book Fair Committee; Johan
Wilson; and all of the wonderful art lovers in St. Martin
and abroad for loaning us the selection from their
prized collections for the exhibition “Art & Words – A
Marriage.”

He had: “a good idea at the time that attractive art or

Jacqueline A. Lake-Sample

drawings would help to bring people to the book and

Marcus Kwame-Anderson

into the book; that original art would help to illustrate

Co-Curators, “Art & Words - A Marriage”

the poetry and the reading or interpretations of it; that

Black Dimensions in Art, Inc., New York

www.houseofnehesipublish.com |St. Martin Book fair 2017
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Les Fantômes de la Mer, Sea Ghosts | Les Fantômes de la Mer
Art Exhibition by Bruce Clarke
at the Opening Ceremony of the St. Martin Book Fair 2017
Cité Scolaire R. Weinum | The Savanna (La Savane), Grand Case
May 31 – June 3, 2017 | Seront exposées à la Foire du livre de Saint Martin du 31 mai au 3 juin 2017.

Sea Ghosts

Fantômes de la Mer

Sea Ghosts is a pro-

Fantômes de la Mer est un projet artistique qui rend

ject paying tribute to

hommage aux réfugiés économiques et politiques

migrants, victims of trans-

victimes du trafic humain transméditerranéen.

Mediterranean human
trafficking.

Je ne commente pas les raisons qui poussent tant
de personnes à migrer. Je n’établis pas de hié-

I don’t judge the rea-

rarchie entre les « migrants économiques » et les

sons that push so many

« réfugiés politiques », comme on les appelle. Ceux

to migrate; there is no hierarchy, for me, between

qui fuient, au risque de leur vie, ont tous des raisons

so-called “economic migrants” and “political

valables de le faire. Ne pourrions-nous pas resituer

refugees”. Somebody who flees risking so much,

le débat autour de la notion d’humanité, qui rend

everything, is doing so for valid reasons. That’s all.

nécessaire tout secours et accueil à une personne

Can we not refocus the debate in terms of human-

en détresse ?

ity to defend the necessity of giving succour to a
person in distress?

Je veux donner une présence aux migrants,
ces « invisibles » dont l’existence est déniée en

I want to give presence to these “invisible people”

Occident, en les plaçant derrière un rideau d’eau

whose very existence is denied in the West by plac-

métaphorique. Rideau d’eau fragile, beau et

ing them behind a metaphoric screen of water; this

extrêmement dangereux, linceul salvateur ou dern-

thin sheet of water which could save them or engulf

ière sépulture.

them, fragile, beautiful and extremely dangerous.

Nous voulons que le public devienne témoin et pui-

We want to place the public visiting the exhibits in

sse dire : « Oui, maintenant, je sais que les fantômes

the positions of witnesses. To say: «yes, now I know

existent. »

that ghosts exist».

8
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Pre-Book Fair Activities
Sunday, May 21

Place: The Frontier (at the rockwall of the Fleming

1 pm – 2 pm

Friday, May 26

property) | Bellevue Road, Bellevue

Art and Literature for the few or for all?
How is the connection between art and literature

8 pm

treated in our daily lives? Do we have “no time for that”

It’s a book party!

or do too many people still think that enjoying and

Pen on Paper: St. Martin 1970 – 2001

being inspired by art and reading books are only for

by Joseph H. Jake, Jr. (St. Martin)

an elite few? Do we treat art and literature as optional
or essential to each individual life in St. Martin and to
humanity in general? A discussion on “Culture Time”

A new book of Lake’s newspaper writings from
St. Martin Republic Publishers
Place: University of St. Martin, Rm 202

program.
Fabian Adekunle Badejo, journalist, literary and art critic
Dr. Rhoda Arrindell, educator, linguist, author
Ralph Cantave, student, youth activist, author
Guest host/moderator: Lasana M. Sekou, author
Place: PJD2 Radio 102.7 FM | Philipsburg

Thursday, May 25

Soualiga Boulevard 1, Philipsburg

Saturday, May 27
9 am – 12;30 noon
An Emancipation Day (1848) review and discussion of
the draft manuscript for a St. Martin historical play.
Discussants: Lydia Arnell, Nadine Flanders, Hon. Louie
Laveist, Lenny Mussington, Lasana M. Sekou, Faizah

5:45 am

Tabasamu, Merlyn Williams-Joseph

Unity Flag Rising
A sunrise raising of the Unity Flag of St. Martin in honor
of the traditional unity of the people of St. Martin,
North and South; and in recognition of the unity role
of African Liberation Day (May 25) in internationalizing

Rapporteur: Dr. Rhoda Arrindell
Place: Source of Inspirational Learning (SoIL)
1 Alamanda Drive/LB Scott Road, Betty’s Estate

protest art and literature.
Tribute Flag raising: Shujah Reiph, president, Conscious
Lyrics Foundation; Lenny Mussington, primary school
teacher.

www.houseofnehesipublish.com |St. Martin Book fair 2017
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Monday, May 29

Wednesday, May 31

7:30 pm

6:30 pm – 7:30 pm

Joebell and America

Radio Roundtable: Art & Literature for Life’s Sake

A feature film premiere in St. Martin. The movie’s lead

Fascinating facts, views from guest authors, artists.

character Joebell (Brian Green) is a gambler, he’s

Panelists: Dr. Jay Haviser (St. Martin), Dr. Richard

in trouble with the law, and concocts a risky plan to

Georges (Tortola, Virgin Islands); Prof. Petra R. Rivera-

escape Trinidad for the promise and fantasy of a better

Ridau, professor, author (USA)

future in America. He’s prepared to leave everything

Moderator: Dr. Chenzira Davis Kahina, Director, Virgin

behind, including his newfound romance with the vil-

Islands Caribbean Cultural Center

lage beauty (caribbeanfilm.com). What could possibly
go wrong? The award-winning Joebell and America is

Place: SOS Radio 95.9 FM, Marigot

based on its short story namesake by noted novelist Earl

7:30 pm – 9 pm

Lovelace. The film’s award-winning director/producer

Authors Reception

Asha Lovelace (Trinidad and Tobago) will be at the

Meet and greet our visiting authors, St. Martin authors,

screening to discuss the film with the audience.

and representatives of the partners, patron, sponsors,
organizers, and the Book Fair Committee of the 15th

Free admission.

anniversary of the St. Martin Book Fair.

Place: Philipsburg Jubilee library
Charles Voges Street, Philipsburg

Art & Words – A Marriage
Opening of the Book Covers Art Exhibition
Spanning 39 years of St. Martin-related publishing;

Tuesday, May 30

prints, original art of 18 St. Martin, regional, international artists. Coordinated by Jacqueline A. Sample,

7:30 pm
A lively presentation and discussion at meeting of political, business, and opinion leaders.
Electoral reform in the Caribbean – Blueprint for the 21st

President, House of Nehesi Publishers.
Guest Speaker: Hon. Chiqui Vicioso (Dominican
Republic)

Century

Place: Sheer Restaurant | Art Gallery

Prof. Keith Simmonds (USA)

Frontstreet 44, Philipsburg

Historian, Political Scientist, Author
The Laws of St. Maarten
The launch of the InfoMedia’s five-volume book project
Place: Mr. K Cigar Lounge, Sucker Garden Road

www.houseofnehesipublish.com | St. Martin Book fair 2017
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The 15th Annual St. Martin Book Fair
Organized by Conscious Lyrics Foundation and House of Nehesi Publishers
in collaboration with St. Maarten Tourist Bureau, University of St. Martin, LC Fleming Foundation; Sponsors of the
Arts: American University of the Caribbean, Motorworld, SOS Radio, NAGICO, BK Martin Book Fund, Taloula Mango’s
Caribbean Café, Group Lagoon Travel Agent & DMC, Black Dimensions in Art, Inc., NY,
Peridot Foundation, Irie Life, Philipsburg Jubilee Library.

St. Martin Book Fair Program

June 1 – 3, 2017

(The new high school/jr. high school complex)

Thursday, June 1

The Savanna (La Savane), Grand Case

9 am – 12 noon

Words of Welcome

Meet the Writers I
New writers and leading authors visit primary schools,
secondary schools throughout the island and other
institutions, to discuss their work, experience with writing
books, and the value of reading and literature with

Mr. Shujah Reiph, President,
Conscious Lyrics Foundation
Dr. Francio Guadeloupe, President,
University of St. Martin

teachers and students. Students to visit the Book Covers

Guest Recital

Art Exhibition at Sheer Restaurant Gallery.

Faizah Tabasamu, poet, blogger, teacher (St. Martin)
Nicole Cage, poet, novelist, publisher (Martinique)

9 am
“We’re off to see the artist …”

Keynote Address

Kindergarten class visits art gallery, some for the first

Bruce Clarke

time, and meet with writer and leading artist Sir Roland

International visual artist; Author (South Africa/France)

Richardson.

New Books Launched

Place: Roland Richardson Gallery Museum

Featured book: The Unseen Letter – A play in five acts

Rue de la République, Marigot

Glen C. Nairn (The Bahamas) | House of Nehesi
Publishers

6 pm – 7 pm
“Parents Beware” radio talk show
Guest authors: Raymond Helligar (St. Martin), Patricia
Reid-Waugh (Jamaica), Fola Gadet, poet, hip hop
artist, cultural activist, professor (Guadeloupe), Mark
Yokoyama, environmentalist, co-founder Amuseum
Naturalis, author (St. Martin)

Introducing: Where I See the Sun – Contemporary
Poetry in the Virgin Islands (Poets in the anthology
will be on hand for autographs) | House of Nehesi
Publishers
Make Us All Islands
Richard Georges (Tortola, Virgin Islands) | Shearsman
Books

Host: Lenny Mussington

Zestes de Surprises (N°2 - Collection Extrême)

Place: Youth Radio 92.5 FM

Doris Dumabin (Guadeloupe) | Caraïbéditions

8 pm – 10 pm
Opening Ceremony
Place: Cité Scolaire R. Weinum

www.houseofnehesipublish.com |St. Martin Book fair 2017
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Book Fair Program
Opening of Art Exhibition by Bruce Clarke
Les Fantômes de la Mer, Sea Ghosts (May 31 – June 3)
| Les Fantômes de la Mer (seront exposées à la Foire du
livre de Saint Martin du 31 mai au 3 juin 2017).

9 am
I – Writing Out / From Behind the Wall
A poetry workshop for a study class of inmates at the
House of Detention.
Presenter: Dr. Richard Georges, poet, journal editor,

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

author (Tortola, Virgin Islands)

• Unveiling: Portraits of St. Martin historical figures by

Place: House of Detention

Bruce Clarke

Pointe Blanche

The 15th Annual St. Martin Book Fair 2017 is declared

8:30 am – 10:30 am

open.

Creative Writing Master Class

• Live portrait painting by St. Martin art school students
• Book Fair exhibitions. All authors present for book
signings.

With Sybil Baker, novelist, essayist; literary journal editor;
faculty, Yale Writers’ Conference (USA)
A unique opportunity to hone and significantly advance
your creative writing skills and literature review knowl-

• Reception. Refreshments served.

edge, conducted by Sybil Baker, who is also a UC
Foundation Associate Professor of English (University of

Friday, June 2

Tennessee at Chattanooga). Named one of “today’s

9 am – 12 noon

(The Huffington Post), Baker is the author of the following

Meet the Writers II

books of fiction, Into This World, Talismans, and The Life

strongest emerging talents in literary fiction and poetry”

New writers and leading authors visit primary schools and

Plan.

high schools throughout the island to discuss or workshop

Free admission.

their work, experience with writing books, and the value

Place: University of St. Martin, Rm 202, Philipsburg

of reading and literature. Students visit the Book Covers
Art Exhibition at Sheer Restaurant Gallery.

12
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Book Fair Program
10:35 am – 10:50 am

Lysanne Charles Arrindell, poet, human rights activist

University of St. Martin (USM)

(St. Martin)

Coffee, tea, and pastries break

Red Eye Crew, hip hop group
AnuMaat Davis Kahina, poet, peer councilor (St. Croix)

11 am – 12:30 pm

Darren Wilson, Sr., motivational speaker, author (St. Martin)

II – The Poetry Workshop – Love in a New Light & Death

Moderator: Cindy Peters, lecturer, political science, Clark

Done Well

Atlanta University; member, Book Fair Committee (BFC)

University of St. Martin, Rm 202
“Love” poems don’t always have to come from the
happy place. They could be coming from frustration,
longing or mourning. Even if they are happy, the key is to
find a different “angle” and to communicate an emotion

8 pm – 10 pm
Literary Evening & Bluesy Jazz on the Beach
Taloula Mango’s Caribbean Cafe
The Boardwalk, Great Bay Beach, Philipsburg

so real it is felt. And according to the poet Kwame Dawes

Poetry & Prose Recital

“... death is not peace but the loss/ of the sweet pleasures

An evening of literary readings by new and distinguished

of the flesh.” Like Love, we want to stay clear of the cliché

poets, novelists, and short story writers, from St. Martin and

and borrow from Sylvia Plath in our art when we write of

around the world. The poets/authors may recite in various

death and do it “exceptionally well.”

languages.

Presenter: Ann-Margaret Lim, poet, author (Jamaica)
2 pm – 4 pm

Free Admission
(Refreshments served)

General Session
Place: University of St. Martin, Rm 202

Poets/Novelists/Authors
John Robert Lee | St. Lucia			

“Word up!”

Patricia G. Turnbull | Tortola, Virgin Islands		

An exciting discussion between important new-genera-

Ann-Margaret Lim | Jamaica 		

tion authors and spoken word artists; peer counselor; St.

Richard Georges | Tortola, Virgin Islands		

Martin teenagers and high school students; and visiting

Françoise James Loe-Mie | Guyane

USA university students.

Chiqui Vicioso | Dominican Republic		

www.houseofnehesipublish.com |St. Martin Book fair 2017
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Book Fair Program
Sybil Baker | USA

9 am – 10:30 am

Doris Dumabin | Guadeloupe

IV – Perfume Maker, Perfume Maker, Make Me a

Patricia J. Adams | Anguilla		

Fragrance

Lysanne Charles Arrindell | St. Martin		

University of St. Martin, Rm 102

Max Rippon | Marie Galante, Guadeloupe
Nicole Cage | Martinique
Fola Gadet | Martinique
Anumaat Davis Kahina | St. Croix, Virgin Islands
Magumbo Muntu | St. Eustatius

Discover the wonderful world of fragrance that begins
with your sense of smell and transcends into the history of
perfumes. How are fragrances or perfumes made, starting with raw materials to composition? Why do we wear
them? The workshop will finish with an interactive session

Bluesy Jazz Interlude

of the creation of a bottle of perfume that participants of

Fred York and ensemble (St. Martin)

the workshop will assist with.
Presenter: John Berglund, Tijon perfume workshop (St.
Martin)

Saturday, June 3

V – What’s in the Air in Bonaire?

8 am – 4 pm
Main Book Fair exhibition, book sales, book signings,

University of St. Martin, Rm 201

workshops, round table discussions, all open and free to

What’s happening in Bonaire since 2010 as a Dutch

the public

kingdom territory (BES) in the Caribbean? Hear about

Place: University of St. Martin (USM)
Soualiga Boulevard 1, Philipsburg

and discus the island’s struggle for self-determination
and its work to “raise awareness and garner support
of the regional and international community … to fulfill

9 am – 12:30 noon

the aspirations of the Bonairian people to be re-listed”

III – In the Children’s Room

as a Non-Self-Governing-Territory of the United Nations

University of St. Martin, Rm 104

Decolonization Special Committee. (Bonaire’s Green

“Making up stories” and storytelling with educator, poet,
author Dr. Patricia G. Turnbull; and face painting by La
Rich will enrich the play experience for the children in this
anniversary year of the St. Martin Book Fair. Ages 6 – 12.
Activities coordinator: Book Fair Committee (BFC)

14

Paper, 2017)
Presenter: James Finies, self-determination advocate, Nos
Ke Boneiru Bek (Bonaire)
Introduction: drs. Gracita Arrindell, editor/writer; founder,
Peridot Foundation; former president, Parliament of St.
Maarten
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VI – Translating Caribbean Literature to Film

VII – Retirement in the Caribbean, A New Adventure

University of St. Martin, Rm 103

University of St. Martin, Rm 101

This unique workshop about literature as a starting point

Have you thought of retirement? What are going to be

for Caribbean cinema could also be called “Let’s Make

your challenges that may be specific to the Caribbean

a Movie.” First-hand, expert, and innovative ways to

region? In this workshop the idea, prospect, and the real-

make a movie with the literature available in your country

ity of retirement are not to be feared or cause feelings of

or territory. A short film based on George and The Bicycle

confusion. According to the workshop presenter instead

Pump, a short story by noted novelist Earl Lovelace, will

you should be prepared for and experience retirement as

be shown to illustrate key points about writing a script for

a “new adventure.”

a film and movie-making.

Presenter: Patricia Reid-Waugh, financial expert, author

Presenter: Asha Lovelace, award-winning director/pro-

(Jamaica)

ducer (Trinidad and Tobago)

VIII – Que se passé-t’il en Guyane (What’s Happening in

Round Table Discussion I: Kaiso and Theater in St. Martin,

Guyane?)

Quo vadis?

[French language workshop; English translation]

University of St. Martin, Rm 202

University of St. Martin, Rm 103

A revealing insider’s discussion on the music and drama

Author Françoise James Loe-Mie looks at the recent mass

art forms that were once inordinately popular in St. Martin

demonstrations in Cayenne, Guyane, as an example of

but in recent years appear to be waning.

participatory democracy in which the people took the

Discussants: Fernando Clark, humorist, kaiso expert, radio
personality (St. Martin); Louie Laveist, playwright, director,
actor, author (St. Martin); Joseph H. Lake, Jr., journalist/
editor, publisher, political scientist, author (St. Martin)
Moderator: Cindy Peters, lecturer, political science Clark
Atlanta University; member, Book Fair Committee (BFC)

responsibility to organize and voice the pressing concerns
of their nation in a non-violent manner. The département of Guyane is one of France’s remaining colonial
territories in the Caribbean region/South America.
Presenter: Françoise James Loe-Mie, author (Guyane).
Translator: Lenny Mussington, teacher (St. Martin)
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10:35 am – 10:50 am

literature. The workshop attendees will each get an

University of St. Martin (USM), Philipsburg

opportunity to “create a piece of art based on words

Coffee, tea, and pastries break

that we may find intriguing, thought-provoking, or motivational,” said Charise Piper. You don’t have to be an

11 am – 12:30 noon

artist to join in this demonstration of the love of art and

IX – Plumes et pinceaux : deux modes d’expressions de

words.

l’imaginaire humain.

Presenter: Charisse Piper, artist (St. Martin)

University of St. Martin, Rm 202

Roundtable Discussion II: Island Writing – Are you on your

Une discussion avec Bruce Clark (South Africa/France),

own?

Max Rippon (Marie Galante, Guadeloupe), Doris

University of St. Martin, Rm 103

Dumabin (Martinique), et Nicole Cage (Martinique).

Discussants: Patricia Adams (Anguilla), Ralph Cantave

X – Reggaetón and the racial politics of the Latin urban

(St. Martin); LaToya Lake (St. Martin); Magumbo Muntu

music scene

(St. Eustatius), Felecita Williams (St. Martin)

University of St. Martin, Rm 102

Moderator: Dr. Patricia Turnbull, poet, educator, author

Reggaetón is presented here in a revolutionary way

(Tortola, Virgin Islands)

compared to how we generally think of, rap along

XII – The Good Massage Therapy Workshop

with, or dance to this popular music originating in the

University of St. Martin, Rm 107

Caribbean. This daring music workshop also touches on
“The Cultural Politics of Race in Puerto Rico” in particular
and generally on the racial politics of the Latin urban
music scene.
Presenter: Petra R. Rivera-Ridau, professor, author (USA)

Massage therapy brings relaxation; relieves pain in the
body. It is an alternative to pain medication; a preventative to serious health conditions. Massage can be
beneficial for mental health and well-being. When the
mind and the body are in harmony it helps to promote

XI – “Art Beyond The Words”

a deeper sense of over all health and well-being. The

University of St. Martin, Rm 101

message therapist will demonstrate “ the modalities

“This workshop is based on the reflexivity of literature
and art,” said artist Charisse Piper, who also writes. The
artist will discuss how her artwork is created based on
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that she utilize frequently in her practice” and also show
workshop participants how to give different types of
messages to their spouse and significant others.
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Presenter: Karen Joseph, Certified Massage Therapist

Introduction

(St. Martin)

Sir Roland Richardson (St. Martin)
Artist, editor, author, Roland Richardson Gallery Museum

Lunch break
12:30 noon – 1:55 am

Discussants
Bruce Clarke (South Africa/France)

12 noon – 1:30 pm

Artist, author

Open Mic Poetry
University of St. Martin (USM), Gazebo

Hon. Chiqui Vicioso (Dominican Republic)
Poet, playwright, essayist, ambassador

Fyah “Under the Gazebo”

Dr. Francio Guadeloupe (St. Martin)

An out-door poetry reading by St. Martin’s young poets

Researcher, author

and spoken word artists, and perhaps audience mem-

President, University of St. Martin

bers, at USM. In 2016, for the second year running,
leading guest authors spontaneously threw their hat in
the reading ring. Let’s see what happens this year with
spoken word artist AnuMaat Davis Kahina (Virgin Islands)
in the mix as the Open Mic special guest poet.
Organized by Soualigan Fyah: Youth Poetry

Rapporteur/moderator
Dr. Chenzira Davis Kahina (St. Croix, Virgin Islands)
Cultural ethnographer, educator
Director, Virgin Islands Caribbean Cultural Center,
University of the Virgin Islands)

Coordinator: Lysanne Charles Arrindell

8 pm – 10 pm

MC: Sjorensly R. R. Valies

Main Book Launch & Book Fair Closing Ceremony
American University of the Caribbean

2 pm – 3:30 pm

1 University Drive at Jordan Road • Cupecoy

Presidents Forum:
The Symposium of the St. Martin Book Fair
Place: University of St. Martin, Rm 202 (Philipsburg)
Artists and Writers: The personal and the public raison
d’être for a life-long engagement

(next to entrance of Atlantis Casino)
Free admission
(7:30 pm – 8 pm) Preamble suite of art and poetry videos
of the works of David Gumbs, Lasana M. Sekou, Faizah
Tabasamu, Kamau Brathwaite, Roland Richardson; and
the music of Neville York.
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new book launched:
Liviticus
by Kamau Braithwaite
Distinguished poet, dramatist, scholar, author (Barbados)
Guest Speaker
John Robert Lee
Poet, literary critic, author (St. Lucia)
Dramatic performance of the great poet’s work in Liviticus
Dance and reading choreography (NIA dancers)
by Clara Reyes.
Presentation to Martin Kaminer, contributor to literary book publishing
by Jacqueline A. Sample, president
House of Nehesi Publishers
Presentation
The Presidents Award
(Recipient 2017: Sir Roland Richardson)
Word of Thanks
Shujah Reiph
Coordinator
St. Martin Book Fair

Thank you for participating in the 15th Annual St. Martin Book Fair 2017
www.houseofnehesipublish.com/sxm/st-martin-book-fair
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Patricia J. Adams is a senior poet of Anguilla. Her poetry is published in the
anthology Where I See The Sun – Contemporary Poetry in Anguilla.

Gracita Arrindell, editor/writer; founder, Peridot Foundation; former president,
Parliament of St. Maarten.
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Rhoda Arrindell, is a leading St. Martin linguist and educator. The former Humanities
Division head at the University of St. Martin (USM) has taught English Composition,
Caribbean Literature, and Elements of Literature. Dr. Arrindell served as the first
minister of Education, Culture, Sports, and Youth Affairs in St. Martin (South) after
the territory obtained its adjusted “autonomous status” from the Netherlands in
2010. She co-authored chapters in Agency in the Emergence of Creole Languages
(Dr. Nicholas Faraclas, Ed.), edited Brother Rich ... , Creative Writing in St. Martin; and presents papers
on linguistics and literature at international conferences. Dr. Arrindell is a member of the Independence
for St. Martin Foundation and the author of the book Language, Culture, and Identity in St. Martin
houseofnehesipublish.com.

Fabian Adekunle Badejo is the author of Claude – A Portrait of Power and Salted
Tongues – Modern Literature in St.Martin. His essay “Negritude in the Forgotten
Territories: Lasana Mwanza Sekou and Aimé Césaire” appears in Negritude: Legacy
and Present Relevance, edited by Isabelle Constant and Kahiudi C. Mabana.
In 1982, Badejo coordinated the groundbreaking St. Maarten Festival of Arts &
Culture (SMAFESTAC). He has produced concerts by kaisonian Mighty Dow and
humorists Paul Keens Douglas and Fernando Clark. He has directed plays and
film documentaries and presented scholarly papers on St. Martin’s literature and culture at regional and
international conferences. Between 1989 and 2005, the former Nigerian diplomat was managing director/
editor, publisher and news director respectively of The St. Maarten Guardian, St. Martin Business Week, and
Today. Badejo is the producer/host of the long-running weekly radio magazine Culture Time on PJD2.

Sybil Baker’s most recent work is Immigration Essays, which Foreword Reviews
calls “thought-provoking meditations on family, immigration, and the American
dream.” Sybil Baker is the author of three books of fiction, Into This World (Foreword
INDIE Book of the Year Finalist, Eric Hofer Honorable Mention), Talismans, and The
Life Plan. She is a 2012 and 2014 MakeWork grantee and received a Tennessee Arts
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Commission Individual Artist’s Fellowship for 2017. A UC Foundation Associate Professor of English at the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga she is also on faculty at the Yale Writers’ Conference and is
fiction editor at Drunken Boat.

John Berglund (St. Martin/USA), businessman, Tijon perfume workshop; author.

Ruby Bute (St. Martin), artist, storyteller, poet, author of two poetry collections,
including the bestseller Golden Voices of S’maatin. Bute is the founder
of Ruby Bute Silk Cotton Grove Gallery. In the book St. Martin Massive! A
Snapshot of Popular Artists (2000), Bute was selected by public survey as
the first of the nation’s 20 most popular artists at the turn of the century.
houseofnehesipublish.com

Nicole Cage (Martinique), poet, novelist, journalist, Spanish teacher,
psychotherapist. She speaks French, Creole, Spanish, and English. In 1996,
Cage was awarded the prestigious Casa de las Américas prize for Arc-enciel, l’espoir, a collection of poems for children and young adults. Her novels
and poetry books, which include L’Espagnole, Aime comme musique ou
comme mourir d’aimer, Palabras de paz por tiempos de guerra, Dèyé pawol
sé lanmou/Par-delà les mots, l’amour – Poèmes bilingue, and Vole avec elle, have been published in
Martinique, Venezuela, France, and the UK. Cage has performed her poetry, often accompanied by
jazz, at literary festivals in Colombia, Romania, Mexico, Tunisia, El Salvador, Canada, and St. Martin.
Her poems have been translated into Albanian, Arabic, Romanian, Macedonian, English, and Spanish.
Awards include the OENEUMI Award (Macedonia), the Poetry Creativity Award (Lebanon), and the
Prix Gros Sel for her novel C’est vole que je vole.
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Ralph Cantave is the coordinator/host of the radio program “St. Martin Speaks”
and author of Words of Change. He has written articles for Teen Times and
attended youth leadership conferences in Russia, India, and Croatia. In 2015,
Cantave received the President of Parliament Award, the highest youth award in
St. Martin (South). He is a member of the St. Martin Book Fair Committee (BFC).

Lysanne Charles Arrindell obtained a master’s degree in cultural anthropology:
migration and ethnic studies and in sociology: gender sexuality and society, both
from the University of Amsterdam. Charles is a policy advisor for social development
at the Ministry of Health, Social Development, and Labor in Philipsburg, St. Martin.
She has performed her poetry in the highly successful Imbali productions: In the
Company of Women (2004), In the Company of Women Vagina Monologues St.
Maarten (2008), and Boudoir Secrets (2010). Her own 5 square miles productions
has organized the island’s spoken word series Summer Speaks and Winter’s Words in
which she reads. Charles Arrindell has recited her poetry at Crossing the Seas International Literary Festival;
Greenlight at Axum café; and Microphone Messenjah in Tortola. Her poetry has appeared in the Journal of
Lesbian Studies, World Poetry Movement, and the anthology Where I See The Sun – Contemporary Poetry
in St. Martin. Charles Arrindell’s Souligan Fyah: Youth Poetry has been coordinating the Open Mic at the
St. Martin Book Fair.

Visual artist and photographer, Bruce Clarke was born in London in 1959. He was
initiated to the Art and Language movement at the Fine Arts School at Leeds
University in the 1980s. Clarke’s work engages with contemporary history, the
writing and transmission of this history and hopes to stimulate thought on the
contemporary world and its representations. Deeply anchored in a school of
critical figuration, his artistic research integrates codes finally to use them to criticize
and demystify structures of power and injustice. He was deeply involved in the
mobilization of the French public opinion against the South African apartheid
regime on his arrival in Paris. Clarke has also followed the planned and proclaimed genocide in Rwanda,
and has been participating in the creation of a collective for solidarity with the Rwandese people. In
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2000, he started work on the memorial site near Kigali called “Garden of Memory.” This ongoing
monumental installation project is being created in close collaboration with survivors’ families, civil
society associations and the Rwandese institutions as well as UNESCO. Clarke also worked on a
large scale mural project for the 20th commemoration of the genocide in Rwanda entitled Upright
Men (www.uprightmen.org) —in Rwanda and in cities such as Ouidah, Geneva, Lausanne, Brussels,
Paris, and Montreal. As the resident artist, at the invitation of the Conseil Général de Guadeloupe,
he produced an exhibition “Fragments of tomorrow’s History,” related to the link between the slave
trade, colonialism, and globalization. Clarke has collaborated with the Lille-based Fest-Africa’s project
on Rwanda entitled “Write, Film, Paint in memory.” He has worked with the Afrika Cultural Centre
in Johannesburg and conducted visual arts workshops in South Africa, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Benin,
Tanzania, and France. Books by Clark are Dominations and Fantômes de la Mer (2016). The artist is
represented by ARTCO gallery in Germany. The powerfully moving works of Bruce Clarke have been
exhibited in Europe, Africa; the USA; and in the Savannah, St. Martin for the 15th annual St. Martin Book
Fair.

AnuMaat Davis Kahina (St. Croix, VI), is poet, inspirational speaker, certified
peer counselor and new media artist. A former Miss St. Croix (2014-2015),
the 22-year-old is the co-founder and lead facilitator of NUWOMANRising
2LIVEUP©, a global youth cultural wellness organization. Her motivational
presentations have tbeen made throughout the Virgin Islands/Caribbean, the
USA, and Kmt (Egypt). Davis Kahina’s award-winning spoken word poem “Live
Up My People” airs as the longest media campaign for peace in the Virgin
Islands (US). The graduate of Per Ankh Khamniversity Institute is completing university research studies in
Educational Media Technology and Social Justice.

NswtMwt (pronounced nay-soot-moot) Chenzira Davis Kahina is a cultural
ethnographer, educator, artist, naturopathic therapist, and ordained priestess.
She completed studies in Educational Technology, English, Communications
and Natural Health Therapeutics at Rutgers University, Pepperdine University,
University of California, and the Natural Health Institute. Dr. Davis Kahina is an
author of the essays, commentaries, and poetry collection Listening to Ancestral
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Wisdom: Sacred Conch Shell Inspirations (2004). She’s the co-founder of Per Ankh (House of Life)—an NGO
with UN ECOSOC Special Consultative Status (CHATS4LIFE© of Smai Tawi). She is also the artistic director
of Per Ankh Bamboula Drummers and Dancers. Chenzira Davis Kahina is the director of the Virgin Islands
Caribbean Cultural Center (VICCC), “nestled within” the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences and
the Center for the Study of Spirituality and Professionalism at the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI).

Doris Dumabin (Guadeloupe), is the author of four novels. The adult themes in her
books have reportedly raised eyebrows in her homeland, especially for the way
that she writes about male-female relationships but enjoys exploring new worlds in
her fictions. The novelist attended the Caribbean Writers Congress 2015 and 2017 in
Guadeloupe, and returns for a fourth consecutive year to the St. Martin Book Fair.
Her new book is entitled Zestes de Surprises (N°2 - Collection Extrême).

Fola Gadet (Guadeloupe), poet, hip hop artist, and cultural activist. He’s also an
assistant professor at the University of the French West-Indies in Martinique. Gadet
has taught and lived in Kingston, Jamaica and has been a rapper since 1998. In
2013 he released his album, Undisguised. Gadet said that his first books, which
dealt with hip-hop culture and the Rastafarian movement, “were academic” in
nature. “I started writing fiction in 2009, when I was jobless,” said Gadet. His first
short story collection, Under the sun of dignity, was followed by a second, Man of
clay (2013). The rapping professor’s debut novel, One day at a time, appeared in January 2014. Gadet’s
book, Make a difference, about social activism, was introduced at the 12th annual St. Martin Book Fair. A
tireless motivator of youth activism Gadet returned to the St. martin festival in 2016 for the first leg of a new
book tour for his just released title, LES CULTURES URBAINES DANS LA CARAÏBE. All of his books are published
in French.
The poetry of Richard Georges, PhD, has appeared or is forthcoming in Prelude,
Smartish Pace, The Puritan, WILDNESS, The Caribbean Writer, The Rusty Toque,
Wasafiri, and elsewhere. His poetry appears in the anthology Where I See the Sun
– Contemporary Poetry in the Virgin Islands (Tortola | Virgin Gorda | Anegada
| Jost Van Dyke). Georges, who is also a literary critic, is the author of the poetry
collection Make Us All Islands (Shearsman, 2017). Dr. Richard lives and works in
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Tortola, Virgin Islands where he teaches at H. Lavity Stoutt Community College and is the editor of the
journal Moko.

Francio Guadeloupe, PhD, is the president of the University of St. Martin (USM). Dr. Guadeloupe is the
author of Chanting Down the New Jerusalem: Calypso, Christianity, and Capitalism in the Caribbean.
The scholarly articles by the former lecturer at Radboud University Nijmegen have appeared in
Mensenstreken, Etnofoor, and the Journal for the Study of Religion.

C’est une Guadeloupe des années 1950-1960 que Sylviane Gumbs nous amène ici à découvrir.
Humour, anecdotes, scènes du quotidien, constituent quelques ingrédients de cette histoire où les
personnages parfois singuliers ou attachants, aux noms parfois évocateurs, vivent des situations
pas toujours heureuses. Une langue truculente et colorée y trouve naturellement sa place. Telle est
l’atmosphère dans laquelle évolue Roby, un jeune orphelin, aux côtés d’une tante particulièrement
exigeante. Celui-ci va plus tard épouser Anna. Désormais Anna et Roby forment un couple en quête
d’une vie de famille heureuse et épanouie, mais l’avenir saura-t-il satisfaire cet idéal du bonheur?
Sylviane Gumbs, enseignante à la retraite et saint-martinoise d’adoption, nous décrit dans Brisures de
vies, son premier ouvrage, certains aspects de cette société antillaise où l’expression de la créolité
prend tout son sens.

Jay B. Haviser is a well-published expert on Amerindian and African Diaspora
archaeology of the Caribbean. Books by Dr. Haviser include In Search
of St. Martin’s Ancient Peoples, The First Bonaireans, Amerindian Cultural
Geography on Curaçao, and the edited volumes African Sites: Archaeology
of the Caribbean and African Re-Genesis. His numerous scientific articles
have appeared in scholarly journals and books in the Caribbean, the USA,
and Europe. Dr. Haviser has conducted extensive archaeological research
and surveys in Curaçao, Bonaire, and St. Martin between 1982 and the present. In 2005, Dr. Haviser
founded the St. Maarten Archaeological Center (SIMARC), a youth and science stimulation project.
In 2007, he became the official archaeologist for the territory’s government in Philipsburg. In 2015, Dr.
Haviser chaired the highly successful 26th congress of the International Association for Caribbean
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Archaeology (IACA-AIAC). Awards and honors include a Royal Netherlands decoration and the Island
Vision Lifetime Achievement Award.

The poems of Raymond Helligar (St. Martin), are published the book Where I See
The Sun – Contemporary Poetry in St. Martin.

Deborah Jack is an artist whose work is based in video/sound installation, photography, and text. Her
current work deals with trans-cultural existence, memory, the effects of colonialism and mythology
through re-memory. In her writing she mergers historical interests with contemporary socio-cultural
interest. She has published two poetry collections, The Rainy Season (1997) and skin (2006). Her poetry has
appears in the 2015 anthology, Where I See the Sun: Contemporary Poetry in St. Martin, The Caribbean
Writer and Calabash and has recited her work in the Caribbean, United States, South Africa, Indonesia
and the Netherlands. She has been a featured poet Global Voices Poetry Festival in Durban and
Tradewinds Poetry Festival in Cape town, South Africa. Winternacthen Poetry Festival in, and The Hague,
and the Utan Kayu Literary Festival in Jakarta, Indonesia. Deborah Jack is an Assistant Professor of Art at
New Jersey City University.
Françoise James Loe-Mie. Née à Cayenne, en Guyane, enseignante, universitaire
spécialisée dans les langues et les cultures créoles. Elle est actuellement Directrice
culturelle des Affaires culturelles de la ville de Cayenne.
Publié en 2013, La Complainte de la Négresse Ambroisine D’Chimbo est basée
sur une légende guyanaise. Le troisième roman de Françoise James Loe-Mie
est également une grande histoire d’amour entre Ambroisine, marronne, et
D’Chimbo, personnage historique qui est présenté comme une bête, voire un
monstre par toute la littérature coloniale du 19e siècle. À la manière des Afro-Américains, Françoise James
Loe-Mie a choisi de montrer le monde tel qu’il est dans ce qu’il possède de plus vil ; elle pose le doigt sur
la crasse, la misère, le mensonge, l’inceste, l’homosexualité … enfin, sur la vie, la vraie. Des thèmes qu’elle
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continue à explorer dans son 4è roman Pénurie de grains (2016) publié aux éditions Orphie. Françoise
James Loe-Mie Poésie: Poésie Piment, Girofle et Cannelle.

Joseph H. Lake, Jr. is a leading St. Martin political scientist. He worked for over
35 years in St. Martin as a journalist, newspaper editor, and publisher. In 1976
he founded the Windward Islands Newsday. Awards and honors include a
plaque for public awareness through journalism from Lt. Governor Max Pandt
(1981), a journalism award from the Student Government Association of the
University of St. Martin and Teen Times (1997), and the St. Martin Day Culture
and Heritage Award (2012). Lake is the author of The Republic of St. Martin
(2000), Friendly Anger–The Rise of the Labor Movement in St. Martin (2004), Six 4
Nine–Country Sint Maarten/Collectivité Saint-Martin (2014), and Pen on Paper
(2017). St. Martin Republic Publishers published his last two books. Joseph H. Lake, Jr. is the president of
the Independence for St. Martin Foundation, which championed the Independence option during the
two constitutional referenda in St. Martin (South) in 1994 and 2000.

LaToya Lake (St. Martin), a certified lab technician and pharmacist assistant
who published her first novel, It’s like Déjà Vu with You, in 2015. She is the
founder of Island Media Plus SXM, a foundation for the production youth
entertainment films.
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Louie Laveist (St. Martin), actor, theater director, politician. He was a founding
member of the Cole Bay Theater Company (CBTC) at age 15; and throughout
St. Martin’s theatrical hey-day of the 1980s, Laveist was directed by CBTC’s guest
directors Victor J. Martin, David Edgecombe and Ian Valz, and landed leading
roles in The Game, Old Story Time, Son of A Bitch, Nite Box and Moon On A
Rainbow Shawl. In 1991, Laveist founded the United Theatre Company, wrote and
directed his first play Who’s Fooling Who?; and became the drama coordinator
at the government’s Department of Culture in Great Bay (Philipsburg). In the early 1990s, he took courses
in acting and writing plays at Jamaica’s Little Rock Theatre and attended lectures by noted author/
playwright Earl Lovelace. Laveist directed his Forbidden Love (1992) at Trinidad’s Little Carib Theatre
for CARIFESTA VI in 1995. In 1996, he attended the drama workshop of the Caribbean Writers Institute,
University of Miami. It is out of that workshop, conducted by Fred D’Aguiar, that he wrote Bondage (1997),
his fourth play. His early 1990s environmental activism might have inspired his political activities starting
in 1995 and leading to his 1998 election as a St. Martin (South) representatives to the parliament of the
then Territory of the Netherlands Antilles. In 2002 he wrote his fifth play, Love You To Death!, which looks at
domestic violence and was performed in St. Martin and Cuba that same year. The House That Jack Built
and Other Plays is Laveist’s first and only book to date. Awards include “Best Actor” and “Best Supporting
Actor” from Aruba’s Caribbean/Latin American Drama Festival. Laveist was profiled in the book St. Martin
Massive! A Snapshot of Popular Artists (2000) as one of the nation’s 20 most popular artists at the turn of the
century.
Charisse Piper (St. Martin), artist. Her artwork is “based on the reflexivity of literature
and art.”
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John Robert Lee (St. Lucia), poet, actor, theater director, literary critic, librarian
and journalist/broadcaster. His short stories and poems are in the following
anthologies: Facing the sea (1986), The Penguin Book of Caribbean Verse
(1986), The Faber Book of Contemporary Caribbean Short Stories (1990),
The Heinemann Book of Caribbean Poetry (1992) and The Oxford Book of
Caribbean Verse (2005). The Missing Slate, ArtsEtc, The Ekphrastic Review,
Caribbean Beat, Poetry International, and Agenda are among the journals
that have published Lee’s poems, photography, and/or prose essays have
appeared in journals like, (UK). In the mid-1970s, he directed his own New
Day Theatre Workshop in St. Lucia. The Fulbright/Laspau scholar and his country’s first Director of
Information Services (1998 – 2000), Lee is one of the coordinators of the annual Nobel Laureate Week
celebrations. He holds the National Award of the St. Lucia Medal of Merit (Gold) for his contribution
to the development of Saint Lucian arts and culture. Lee is also a Bible teacher and preacher.
Lee’s newest book is Collected Poems 1975-2015 (2017). His other titles include Song and Symphony
(2017), City Remembrances (2016), Sighting and other poems of faith (2013) and Elemental: new and
selected poems (2008). In 2007 he published Canticles, a collection of his poems and photographs.
Lee compiled the Bibliography of St. Lucian creative writing: 1948-2013 in 2013. He co-edited, with
Kendel Hippolyte, Jane King and Vladimir Lucien, the anthology Sent Lisi: Poems and Art of St. Lucia
(2014).

Ann-Margaret Lim (Jamaica). Lim’s second poetry collection Kingston
Buttercup (2016) was long-listed for the Bocas Prize in 2017. Her first book,
Festival of Wild Orchids (2012) was nominated for the UK Guardian First Book
prize. Lim was commissioned to write the ode, “Bearing Witness,” for Jamaican
Poet Laureate Mervyn Morris. A recent Ebony magazine article identified Lim
as one of “Six Caribbean Writers to Discover.” Published in anthologies in the
Caribbean, USA, and South America, Ann-Margaret Lim represented Jamaica
in the 12th World Poetry Festival in Venezuela in 2015 and “looks forward
to being part of the St. Martin Book Fair.”
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Filmmaker Asha Lovelace (Trinidad and Tobago), made her debut with her short
film George and the Bicycle Pump at the Toronto International Film Festival. She
co-wrote, produced and directed her first feature film Joebell and America, which
was awarded Best International Narrative Feature at the Women’s International
Film Festival (WIFF) in Florida, USA. Asha Lovelace is a lecturer in film production
and film studies at the University of the West Indies, Trinidad. She is also the founder
and festival director of Africa Film Trinidad and Tobago (AFTT), the only festival
in the Caribbean dedicated solely to African cinema. The regional secretary of
the Federation of Pan African Filmmakers for the Caribbean Diaspora (FEPACI) has served on the jury for
several film festivals, including FESPACO, AFRIFF, JoBurg Film Festival, and Caribbean Tales. Asha Lovelace
is currently developing her second feature film, The Dragon Can’t Dance, based on the Caribbean classic
novel by acclaimed novelist Earl Lovelace.

Magumbo Muntu (St. Eustatius), spoken word artist, author. His poem “High Time”
was recorded in the Netherlands for the Soweto memorial album Bullets Won’t Stop
Us Now (1983). His poetry collections Black Struggle and Our Story and Reality were
self-published in the Netherlands before his return to St. Eustatius.

Red Eye Crew (R.E.C) is a popular and enduring group of four young performing
artists (spoken word, hip hop, original music) from St. Martin.
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Patricia Reid-Waugh (Jamaica), studied Mathematics and Economics at the
University of the West Indies (UWI) and Educational Evaluation at the University
of Wisconsin. She also studied Accounting at UWI and worked extentively in
the field at the Deloitte firms in Jamaica and St. Martin (South). In 2004, she
headed the Nevis Financial Services Regulation and Supervision Department
and served as a Commissioner of the St. Kitts and Nevis Financial Services
Commission. Reid-Waugh also loves poetry and in 2010 her poem “Me an Me
Jacob” won a Merit Certificate in the Jamaica Cultural Development Commission (JCDC) Literary Arts
Competition. In 2017, she was awarded a Gold Medal for Jamaican Language Poetry in the JCDC
Speech Competition. In 2003, Reid-Waugh co-authored and directed “Tribute to Miss Lou,” which was
staged at St. Martin’s Phillipsburg Cultural Center for the anniversary of Jamaica’s independence. In
2016, Reid-Waugh published her first book Retirement, A New Adventure.

Laura Richardson, poet; and director, Roland Richardson Gallery Museum,
the leading St. Martin art gallery. Before moving to St. Martin, the Adelphi
University graduate ran the Miller Fine Art Gallery, Ltd. in her native USA.
Laura’s first collection of poems, published in collaboration with La Samanna
resort, features the fine oils and etchings of her husband, a leading
Caribbean impressionist painter, Sir Roland Richardson. Her poems appear at
rolandrichardson.com, stmaarten.org and in the books Where I See The Sun
– Contemporary Poetry in St. Martin (2013), and … awaken your senses – The Temptation Restaurant
Cookbook (2014). She’s an editor of The Temptation Restaurant Cookbook.

Roland Richardson is an iconic St. Martin painter. He is easily placed among
the leading Caribbean impressionist masters. But for over 25 years, the less
focused on writings and interviews of Richardson clearly identified his deep
philosophical and decidedly poetic side. Most of his known writings appeared
between the late 1980s and late 1990s. This was during the heyday of his
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Don Quixote-like environmentalist activism and unique editorship of Discover St. Martin/St. Maarten.
Richardson’s art has appeared in over 100 one-man exhibits, from Marigot to Moscow; and in group shows
in museums and galleries around the world. The art of Richardson, including his celebrated flamboyant oils,
has been collected by the likes of Harry Belafonte, Romare Bearden, Jackie Kennedy Onassis, the Getty
family, Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands, and by St. Martiners from all walks of life. Awards and honors
include Culture Time’s “Artist of the Decade” (1997), a Dutch knighthood, and a St. Martin Collectivity
lifetime achievement award. Sir Roland Richardson is profiled prominently in St. Martin Massive! A Snapshot
of Popular Artists (2000). The exceptional artwork of Roland Richardson illustrates … awaken your senses –
The Temptation Restaurant Cookbook (2014). He is an editor of the hard cover cookbook.

Max Rippon (Marie-Galante, Guadeloupe), is the author of eleven books of
poems, essays on tourism, and narratives, including Pawòl naïf, Agouba, Le Dernier
Matin – Récit, Six virgule trios – Secousses à Terre-de-Bas, and Blues an tout lang
(2009). A strong advocate of Kwéyòl as a popular and literary language, Rippon’s
books Le Dernier Matin, Marie La Gracieuse, and Debris de Silences, are taught
in schools in Guadeloupe and St. Martin. He is featured in the poetry collection
Hurricane, Shouts of Islanders (Hurricane, Cris d’Insulaires) among such noted
authors as Aimé Césaire, Derek Walcott, and Nabile Fares. He has participated in literary festivals in
Guadeloupe, Nicaragua, USA, and France. Max Rippon’s newest book, Marie Galante Regards (2014),
was introduced at St. Martin Book Fair 2014, and his newest poetry collection was introduced at the
St. Martin Book Fair 2015.

Petra R. Rivera-Rideau (USA), is Assistant Professor of American Studies at Wellesley
College. She has a BA in African American Studies with a certificate in Latin
American Studies from Harvard University, and a PhD in African Diaspora Studies
from University of California, Berkeley. Professor Rivera-Rideau has also taught at
the University of Richmond and Virginia Tech. Rivera-Rideau is author of Remixing
Reggaetón: The Cultural Politics of Race in Puerto Rico (Duke University Press,
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2015), and co-editor with Jennifer A. Jones and Tianna S. Paschel of Afro-Latin@s in Movement: Critical
Approaches to Blackness and Transnationalism in the Americas (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016). She has
published in journals such as Popular Music and Society, Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies,
and Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power as well as encyclopedias and edited volumes. She
has received funding from the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College, the Social Science
Research Council, and the Ford Predoctoral Fellowship. Rivera-Rideau’s current book project examines
the racial politics of the Latin urban music scene.

Jacqueline A. Sample is a Criminologist based in the USA. She received her
training from the Graduate School of Criminal Justice at the State University
of New York in Albany. Currently, she is a senior official at the New York State
Division of Homeland Security. Jacqueline A. Sample is also a painter, jeweler
and art curator. She is the president of House of Nehesi Publishers Foundation in
St. Martin and a past president and current treasurer of Black Dimension in Art,
Inc. in Albany, New York. Sample returns to book fair 2017 as the coordinator
and co-curator with Marcus Kwame-Anderson of the Book Covers Art Exhibition entitled “Art & Words –
A Marriage.”

Avis Veronica Simmonds (USA), is the coordinator of Academic Programs in the
Office of International Education and Development at Florida A&M University
(FAMU). Poetry books by Simmonds include Words on Wings, Words from
the Writer’s Pen, and Read With Me. She is also the author of I Will Sing and
Renewal of Life. Simmonds has recited her poems in South Africa, England, and
Canada. She was also a presenter at Mangosuthu University of Technology
Empowerment Administrator’s Conference in South Africa. Avis Veronica
Simmonds was born in St. Kitts-Nevis and is married to Dr. Keith C. Simmonds, a noted professor of
political science and history at FAMU.
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Keith C. Simmonds, PhD (USA), political scientist, author, has taught at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Atlanta University, and Jackson State University.
Dr. Simmonds has served as Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
and chairperson of the Department of History and Political Science at Florida
A&M University (FAMU). He also teaches university courses on public budgeting
and finance, statistics for public managers, and human resource management.
Through the leadership of Dr. Simmonds the US government $2.5 million Center for
Academic Excellence grant was awarded to establish the Center for Global Security and International
Affairs at FAMU. He served as director of the center for five years. He also participated in a federal grant
that was funded by the Russian and European Analysis (OREA) Office. Dr. Simmonds is the co-founder
of the International Roundtable on Public Policy and Science. The roundtable has directed research
presentations in Brazil and at FAMU. Dr. Simmonds has given research presentations in Mexico, South
Africa, Ghana, Angola, Dominican Republic, Curacao, and China. He is involved in conducting facultyled “study abroad” programs at FAMU that expose students to cultures of various nations. Books authored
or edited by Keith Simmonds include Readings in Comparative Politics, Development Finance, and
Economics, Public Budgeting and Finance: An Interdisciplinary Approach, Electoral Reform in the EnglishSpeaking Caribbean – Blueprint for the 21st Century, and Treasures of My Mind – A Book of Quotations
(2017).

Faizah Tabasamu (Rochelle Ward), is a St. Martin poet, literary critic, blogger. She
also teaches English literature and language at the St. Maarten Academy high
school. Faizah has taken MFA-level creative writing courses at the University of the
West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago and is considered a leading new generation
poetic voice—with her unique interpretations of traditional culture and recording
of contemporary St. Martin life. She is an active poet and organizer of sociocultural
events. She is the co-founder of the island’s first natural hair care group, Don’t
Break The Comb, and is the coordinator of the foundation’s mega-workshops and panel discussions
on hair and organic beauty care products. Faizah is the founder and editor of rochelleward.com and
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saltfishandlace.com where she blogs regularly about hair and beauty care, Caribbean lifestyle and
fashion, and the environment, and reviews books. Her writings have appeared in The Daily Herald,
trulycaribbean.net, mnialive.com, bajanreporter.com, and repeatingislands.com. Faizah has recited
her poetry at Axum and Summer Speaks slams, the anniversary of the Marigot “Revolt and Massacre of
1830,” and the Freedom Fighters Foundation’s annual tribute to Marcus Garvey. She has been a guest
poet at the St. Martin, Anguilla, and Dominica literary festivals. Faizah’s poetry is found in the anthology
Where I See The Sun – Contemporary Poetry in St. Martin.

Patricia G. Turnbull, PhD, is an educator and author from the Virgin Islands.
Turnbull is a former principal lecturer and head of the Department of
Language, Literature and Communications of H. Lavity Stoutt Community
College. Her scholarly articles, essays, poems, and book reviews have
appeared in The English Journal, The Caribbean Writer, and The BVI Beacon.
Her writings have been published in Moving Beyond Boundaries: International
Dimensions of BlackWomen’s Writing; Longman’s Caribbean New Voices
1; Sent Lisi: Poems and Art of Saint Lucia, an anthology from her native St. Lucia; and Where I See the
Sun – Contemporary Poetry in the Virgin Islands (Tortola | Virgin Gorda | Anegada | Jost Van Dyke).
Turnbull is the author of Rugged Vessels and Can These Stones Talk? Awards and honors include a
fellow from the Summer Institute for Creative Writing, University of Miami and the British Virgin Islands
Badge of Honour.

Sjorensly R. R. Valies (St. Martin), graphic artist, owner of D Workshop, poet,
poetry youth, Video X Games events organizer. He works with The Poets
Lounge’s monthly readings and the Soualigan Fyah Open Mic program at the
St. Martin Book Fair. He has alo organized youth poetry reading at SoIL. The
poetry of Valies appears the book Where I See The Sun – Contemporary Poetry
in St. Martin. www.houseofnehesipublish.com.
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Gerard van Veen was born in Alkmaar, the Netherlands, in 1933. He came to
the Caribbean in 1961, and worked in pastoral, social, educational and cultural
fields. In 1983 Gerard van Veen made St. Martin his home, after retiring from the
priesthood in Aruba where he wrote four books. He worked as a probation officer
in St. Martin until 1993, after which he taught Sociology and Dutch language at
the University of St. Martin. He has acted on stage under the direction of Ian Valz
during the 1980s heyday of theater on the island. Gerard van Veen’s articles on
social issues have appeared in the Newsday, Chronicle and The Daily Herald newspapers. His column,
“Church News Bits” has appeared in the Weekender supplement of The Daily Herald for almost 20 years.
He is the author of St. Theresa’s, San Nicolas; Savaneta, Antes y Awor; Religious Snapshots; Lambee & The
Road that Couldn’t be Built; and Hakuna Matata & Other Travel Stories. Awards and honors include a Paul
Harris Fellow and a Member in the Order of Oranje-Nassau. Van Veen’s newest book, Soualiga Catholica –
St. Martin of Tours Parish (1841 – 2016), commemorates the 175th anniversary of the St. Martin of Tours Parish
in the South or Dutch part of St. Martin (the island is also called Soualiga, reputedly an Amerindian name,
which means “Land of Salt”).

Luisa Angelica Sherezada “Chiqui” Vicioso (Dominican Republic). Her master’s
degree in education and post-graduate studies in cultural administration were
obtained, respectively, from Columbia University and Fundação Getulio Vargas,
Brazil. Vicioso has worked for various United Nations agencies —UNICEF, UNIFEM,
INSTRAW, FNUAP—specializing in women development programs. She currently
holds the title of Ambassador for Women, Children and Adolescent issues, at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Dominican Republic. Chiqui Vicioso has authored
over 19 books, including five volumes of poetry; five plays; and six essays on women writers, literature,
and education—notably Algo que decir (Something to Declare). She has also written the revealing
seminal poetic biographies of Julia de Burgos, the national poet of Puerto Rico, Salomé Ureña, and Aída
Cartagena Portalatín, two essential poetic voices of the Dominican Republic, and a biography of a
Bolivian female urban guerrilla. While at the St. Martin Book Fair pick up a copy of Eva/Sion/s, the first book
by this important Caribbean author to be published simultaneously in three languages (Spanish, English,
French). Awards and honors include the Anacaona de Oro in literature, the National Theater Prize of the
Dominican Republic, and the Premio Casandra for the play Salomé U: cartas a una ausencia.
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Felecita Williams (St. Martin), is the author of Because of Prayer, an
autobiography. Williams speaks regularly at schools, the Lions Health and
Wellness Fair, and at health care institutions about kidney health and
awareness in St. Martin.

Darren Wilson (St. Martin), is a motivational speaker and author of Got Fruit?:
Understanding Spiritual Growth and Fruit Bearing, his first book.

Mark Yokoyama is a naturalist, author and wildlife educator living on Saint
Martin. He has published two editions of The Incomplete Guide to the Wildlife
of Saint Martin, the first book of its kind on the island. He is also co-founder
and Treasurer of the non-profit association Les Fruits de Mer. Les Fruits de Mer
activities include public wildlife events like the Endemic Animal Festival, ebooks
on wildlife subjects, short documentary films, and Amuseum Naturalis, a pop-up
natural history museum. Mark has collaborated with a number of scientists and
conservation organizations, and writes a weekly column in The Daily Herald. All of his work is available
for free download at http://www.lesfruitsdemer.com.

Soualigan Fyah: Youth Poetry is a Poetry/Spoken Word Competition for St. Martin high
schoolers, ages 13-18. The poet Lysanne Charles is a principal of the competition
platform, which organizes annual readings at the Philipsburg Jubilee Library.
According to its objectives: “Soualigan Fyah is designed to create a vehicle where
youngsters can give voice to their emotions and ideas, 2) to encourage youngsters to be aware of
and critical of what is happening around them and 3) to encourage the continued development of
poetry and spoken word amongst the youth of St. Maarten.”
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Liviticus

The first poem of the Burning of the Body
and the Tearing of the F lesh . . .
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